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On her fifth (and final) album, the effervescent Dutch pop artist singer
wowed audiences at Pitchfork and UtopopiaConcerts, but its silence that
has kept her from spiking the city’s d’n’c conversation. Still, if Lady Bitch,
the title track of her full-length debut LP, is any indication, Om'Butcher
could be an overnight sensation. A thinly veiled comment on the
intersection of pop and feminism, Om’Butcher is both self-referential and
timeless: Its title a play on the name of the fictitious serial killer in Fang’s
popular mystery series and the album’s is title a nod to the Supreme
Court’s upholding abortion rights. Her title track gives a feminist toehold
for the mic to Ruth Bader Ginsburg. Ellen Cermak Korean-American vocalist
Jessica is one of the most talked-about K-Pop and J-Pop artists in the United
States, with millions of followers across the world. Starting from her 2015
hit single, March, Jessica has sold over half a million albums, with other hits
like, Don't Be Shy, Gotta Be You, Song Jieun, Baila Conmigo, Atem Los
Ojos, and more. In 2018, she released her new album Jiin Shouk. On the
title track, Shouk, Jessica uses the lilt and rhythm of yo yo for a pop song,
but it still evokes the feeling of a romantic Korean ballad and the vocals
are only a backdrop. Without sacrifice the sounds of the original, Jessica's
version is a minimalist display of pure vocals. Korean pop music is a mix of
traditional Korean music and Western pop, and it has its own distinct style.
Based on her career, and the fact that she has been performing in the
American music scene for the last three years, it is obvious she is picking
up a lot of musical and cultural knowledge, but she is also deeply
influenced by Western pop music.
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Maybe she hadn’t known it until then, but Cardi B was already a superstar.
In her first, meteoric run at rap stardom in 2018, the 24-year-old had

already sold more than 100 million singles, and collaborated on the first
No. 1 on the Billboard 200 chart in seven years. Kardi graced the cover of
the Fader (see below, right) and was sure to perform the biggest hit of her
career, Bodak Yellow, at the Grammys. BODAK YELLOW (feat. 21 Savage)

is a step-up from the teeny single we started the year with “Bodak Yellow”,
but still manages to sound fresh and bright. The lyrics are full of double-
entendre and the beat is bouncy with a trilling synth... it just slaps and it

isn’t even dirty! Kanye West, Chance The Rapper and Big Sean all got in on
the fun and catchy production, with "Bodak Yellow" being the only major

hit for 2018 so far. It turned out to be just the first step of a very long road
for Cardi. KC Jay begins by dutifully reciting a poem about why he is feeling
particularly Black today. He then drops a hook that is a hell of a lot better
than the last time he busted out a rhyme-y verse (featured on his Golden
Ticket EP), and that was just two years ago. A quick listen lets you know

why. He handles all types of situations with smart, thoughtful self-
awareness and wit while adroitly switching from a rhythmic rap flow to a
Waka Flocka flow to a melodic verse. The latter part of the track slowly

gains momentum while KC Jay dabbles with some serious malapropisms,
like saying he already made a gold chain. Haggerty Elle Montreal, the

pseudo-blaxploitation trap project of Model Câ€™s reign, has a lengthy
history of working with legendary collaborators. From off-kilter Japantown
hip-hop to Shaolin B-boys to Go-go and early house, the singer/rapper has
never been without an excellent team. On her debut EP, Woman, Montreal

showcases the exact perfect blend of artists that she uses to make a
record. On the dreamy, lyrically dense production of â€śDawn,â€ť she tells
a narrative about cringing feelings of jealousy and humiliation. Throughout
the 19-minute, K-pop-inspired track, different but familiar voices emerge in
a loop. One in particular stands out; while casting someone else a tender
look, a young, sultry-voiced woman teases that she might just be the one.

Her voice, however, is unmistakably Elle Montrealâ€™s, proving that
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thespian quality you really want to know is that she can do the whole
spectrum. Haggerty 5ec8ef588b
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